
DON’T FORGET TO CHECK:

� Inefficient processes

� Clunky systems

� Under-performing 
products/services 

� Better vendor  
management

� Outdated overhead 
structures

� Outgrown or ill-fitting 
human capital 
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We recently read a trick for maintaining order in your closet: 
once per year, turn all of your hangers backwards. When you wear an 
article of clothing, turn that item’s hanger around (and keep it that way).

After a year has gone by, pull out the items that still have backward 
hangers. These are the items that you didn’t wear all year. Unless it’s 
Great-Grandma’s wedding dress, cut them loose. Donate them.

This is the season of spring cleaning. Your closet and windows and 
baseboards aren’t the only things crying for attention.

H� about a nice, thorough �ring 
c�aning for your bu�n�s?
We know, we know: who has the time?

Think about it this way: imagine how much time — and money — you’re 
spending on inefficient processes, unproductive product and service lines, 
subpar overhead and capital expenditures, and (it must be said), 
less-than-spectacular employees. 

Can you afford not to address the clutter?

It kind of sounds like an audit, doesn’t it? Don’t be intimidated. You don’t 
have to do this all at once, and you don’t have to do it alone.

How to start? Put yourself in the spring cleaning mindset. Maybe you 
haven’t been turning hangers around, but you sure can see which product 
or service lines have been underperforming.

Perhaps there are even product or service lines that are net negative, 
meaning they cost more to operate than they’re bringing in. 

How about your lease? Or your energy bills? Or your business loans? Or 
your toner cartridges? 

Sometimes we get into situations because they’re convenient at the time, 
and we didn’t have the time or foresight to weigh alternatives. Now is the 
time. Where can you save? Can you renegotiate? Switch vendors? Buy in 
bulk online?

The toughest part might be your human capital. It’s a topic we discuss a 
lot, even though it’s sensitive. We’ve said it before, and we’ll say it again: if 
an employee isn’t a good fit for his or her role, you are not doing that 
person any favors. Even if you are fond of the person. Even if it’s your 
cousin. Doesn’t that employee deserve to be in a role and with a company 
where he/she is valued, comfortable, and productive?

Ill-fitting employees cost small businesses dearly. Be willing to start fresh 
with a better fit. In some cases, you may find that you can eliminate a role 
entirely, or move it to a part-time or contract-based position.

Again, you don’t have to do all of this at once. Be alert for opportunities to 
“clean.” Imagine how much more smoothly and efficiently your business 
can run when it’s not bogged down by clutter.

Need some help picking up a mop? Start by picking up 
the phone. We can clean with the best of them.

3208 West Lake Street, #10, Minneapolis, MN  55416.

For more information, contact us at 612-816-6007 
or visit owlbookkeepingandcfo.com

OWL BELIEVES TWO THINGS ABOUT SMALL BUSINESS MONEY: > It should be stable and secure.  > There should be more of it.

Give your Bu�n�s 
 a Spring  C�aning

Be willing to start 
fresh if you have 

ill-fitting employees. 


